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It is proposed to describe fields by means of representations of an extended Poincare group which de
pends on 11 parameters and includes, besides Lorentz transformations and translations, the "duality 
rotation" operator introduced by Misner and Wheeler. llJ 

A main feature of a classification of fields must be the 
concept of reducibility or irreducibility of the repre
sentations of a symmetry group which governs these 
fields. For example, in the case of the electromagnetic 
field the complex fields F = H + iE, F* = H-iE form 
the basis of irreducible three-rowed representations of 
the Lorentz group, whereas the usual fields H, E form 
the basis of a six-rowed reducible representation. The 
resolution of "reducible" fields into irreducible ones is 
accomplished by means of "polarization operators," 
whose eigenspaces give the irreducible representations. 
The polarization operators arise naturally in an exten
sion of the fundamental symmetry group of the fields. 
In this note we wish to illustrate this principle with the 
example of the electromagnetic field. 

As has recently been common practice, we replace 
the Lorentz group with the group SL(2) of unimodular 
transformations of a complex two-dimensional space. 
We extend this group to the group SL(2) x U(1) of all 
transformations whose determinant is of absolute value 
unity. This group depends on seven parameters. Then 
there is adjoined to the infinitesimal generators of the 
group SL(2) the generator II of multiplication by a phase 
factor eif3. In a paper by Misner and WheelerUJ this 
transformation is called "duality rotation," but its 
group significance is not developed. 

The spin tensor representations of SL(2), which give 
the fields, are at the same time representations of the 
group SL(2) x U(1). The group SL(2) x U(1) can be 
supplemented with translations in the usual way, just as 
one goes from the Lorentz group to the Poincare group; 
the resulting group depends on 11 parameters 
(wik, {3, ak). In the fundamental representation (action 
of the group on spinors) the infinitesimal generator II 
is a unit operator. In the representation of the Lie 
algebra, however, (unlike that of the Lie group) a unit 
operator can also be represented by a nonunit operator, 
since in the Lie algebra the commutators are preserved, 
but not products. 

It is most convenient to give the basis of representa
tions of the group SL(2) x U(1) in the spintensor form, 
in which spintensors of type (j, j ') have 2j undotted and 
2j' dotted indices and the index a which numbers the 
elements of the basis lJ! 0 (j, j') runs through (2j + 1)2j' + 1) 
values. 

The transformations of the resulting group are des
cribed by the formulas 

(1) 

726 

ei~Uqr~· i'J (x} e-iBU = e'iU-i'l'Y~· n (x}, 

eiakPk'Ya(x}e-iakPk = '¥~'n(x+a), 

and in the infinitesimal form the formulas are 

(2) 

(3) 

[j. '¥u'n( )!={.!!.__!_____ xk_!__+S(!,i')} '¥(;,;~(x) (1') 
tk, cr X i (}xk i 8xi tk a ' 

[II,'¥~;.;·> (x)] = 2 (i- j') '¥~,;~ (x), (2') 

[p '¥u.;~ (x)]- ..!___!____ '¥(;,;~(x) (3') 
k, a - i ()xk o . 

The following are the representations to be considered 
for the electromagnetic field. (2 J 

I. The vector -potential representation: (j, j ') 
= (~, ~); 

(4) 

In this case IT commutes with Ak· 
II. The field-strengths representation: (j, j') =' (1, 0), 

(j, j') = (0, 1); 

( /n. /12 ) = ( F, +iF,, F 3 ) 

/21. /, F 3 , - F1 +iF, ' 

In this case it follows from (2 ') that 

[II, fail] = - 2fail • 

III. The energy-momentum representation: (j, j ') 
= (1, 1); 

( 5) 

(6) 

(7) 

in this case IT commutes with TAJ.L ai. This means that 
the components of the energy-momentum tensor remain 
unchanged under transformations of the subgroup U(1) 
(cfYl, page 236). 

The operator IT must not be confused with the well 
known charge operator Q (cf. (3 J, page 36), which is not 
connected with the symmetry group SL(2) x U(1) and 
plays the part of a "super selection operator" in the 
theory. The formulas that hold for the operator<;! are 

[Q, 'Ya(:c)J = '¥a(x), [Q, 1l'a(x)] = -'¥a(x), 

from which it is seen that the operator Q, like the opera
tors 
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acts in the same way in all representations, whereas the 
operator (like the spin operator Sik' Eq. (1)] acts differ
ently on the bases of representations of different types 
(j, j'). 

In relation to the representations of the group 
SL(2) x U(1) the operator II plays the role of a Casimir 
operator [ cf. (2')] ; in the case of the electromagnetic 
field it distinguishes between the right-handed polariza
tion (1, 0) and the left-handed polarization (0, 1). The 
field states corresponding to right-handed and left
handed polarizations are pure states with regard to II. 

These states, however, are not pure states with regard 
to the real components of the field strengths Hand E. 
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